The World’s Most Advanced Teeth Whitening System
Smartbleach is the European-designed and built
system that has revolutionised the way teethwhitening is performed. With a patented interaction
of pure-green light and a unique whitening gel
Smartbleach can target stains other systems can’t,
with greater consistency, safety and comfort.
For more information on Smartbleach teeth
whitening visit www.smartbleach.com.au or
contact your Smartbleach clinic.

Keep Your Smile Bright
Without Giving Up The Things
You Enjoy...

Contact Your Smartbleach Clinic:

Red wine, coffee, smoking and time can leave your
teeth appearing dull and lifeless. With Smartbleach®
you can keep doing the things you like and maintain
a brighter, more confident smile.
Key Differences Of Smartbleach® Teeth Whitening

Long-Lasting Results From
The World’s Most Advanced
Teeth Whitening System

• Treats stains other systems can’t budge
• Comfortable and fast with natural looking results
• Often there is no need for home maintenance
trays to achieve the whitening result
• Non-acidic gel means no etching of the tooth
enamel like traditional whitening gels
• No heating of the tooth pulp means less
sensitivity and greater safety
• Virtually no dehydration of the enamel so results
don’t bounce back when you go home
• Photo-dynamic gel interacts with laser-like light
to create a more effective whitening process

The Confidence
You Feel With
A Whiter Smile...

For further information contact:
HIGH TECH LASER
Australia: 1300 309 233

NZ: 0800 888 135

www.smartbleach.com.au

Smar tbleach ® Questions & Answers
What is the Smartbleach® treatment?

Can you show me the improvement I can expect?

Smartbleach® is a photo-dynamic teeth whitening
procedure that creates long-lasting teeth whitening
in as little as forty-five minutes. The results are
immediate and won’t bounce back like homebleaching and heat-lamp based treatment systems.

Yes. We can show you on a shade chart and the
expected degree of improvement.

Why is Smartbleach® superior to other methods of
teeth whitening?
The Smartbleach® treatment process is patented.
Only Smartbleach can use the unique combination
of pure green laser-like light and a scientificallyengineered alkaline gel. The alkaline gel does
not etch tooth enamel like traditional acid-based
bleaching gels and the laser-like light avoids heating
of the tooth-pulp like heat-lamp based systems
meaning less sensitivity post-treatment.
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Is Smartbleach® safe?

How does Smartbleach® work?
The dentist applies patented Smartbleach® gel
to your teeth. Targeted green laser-like light is then
directed onto the gel. There is a specific interaction
between the Smartbleach® 3LT light and the gel
which whitens the teeth. This gel is exclusive to
Smartbleach® and is the reason for the superior
results.
Who does the treatment?
A Smartbleach® approved treatment clinician in a
dental surgery. These experts have been specifically
trained in the Smartbleach® teeth-whitening technique.
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Yes. Smartbleach® is backed by more than ten years
of research in Australian and European universities.
How many treatments do I need?
A single treatment is all that is needed in the vast
majority of patients. Certain heavily stained teeth
may need more than one treatment but your
Smartbleach treatment adviser will inform you of this
prior to treatment.

How do I know if Smartbleach® is suitable for me?
Simply arrange a cosmetic consultation with a
Smartbleach® approved dental clinic. They will tell
you if your teeth are suitable and show you the result
you can expect. If you decide to proceed you can
then schedule a convenient time for the treatment.

How long does it take?
Less than one-hour in most cases.
How long does it last?
Assuming you look after your teeth normally,
experience has shown that the benefits of
Smartbleach® can last for years.

Before Smartbleach®

After Smartbleach®

